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Legal disclaimer

Alibaba Cloud reminds you to carefully read and fully understand the terms and conditions of this 

legal disclaimer before you read or use this document. If you have read or used this document, it 

shall be deemed as your total acceptance of this legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obtain this document from the Alibaba Cloud website or other Alibaba 

Cloud-authorized channels, and use this document for your own legal business activities only. 

The content of this document is considered confidential information of Alibaba Cloud. You shall

 strictly abide by the confidentiality obligations. No part of this document shall be disclosed or 

provided to any third party for use without the prior written consent of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part of this document shall be excerpted, translated, reproduced, transmitted, or disseminat

ed by any organization, company, or individual in any form or by any means without the prior 

written consent of Alibaba Cloud.

3. The content of this document may be changed due to product version upgrades, adjustment

s, or other reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves the right to modify the content of this document 

without notice and the updated versions of this document will be occasionally released through

 Alibaba Cloud-authorized channels. You shall pay attention to the version changes of this 

document as they occur and download and obtain the most up-to-date version of this document

 from Alibaba Cloud-authorized channels.

4. This document serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud products and 

services. Alibaba Cloud provides the document in the context that Alibaba Cloud products and

 services are provided on an "as is", "with all faults" and "as available" basis. Alibaba Cloud 

makes every effort to provide relevant operational guidance based on existing technologies

. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear statement that it in no way guarantees the 

accuracy, integrity, applicability, and reliability of the content of this document, either explicitly 

or implicitly. Alibaba Cloud shall not bear any liability for any errors or financial losses incurred

 by any organizations, companies, or individuals arising from their download, use, or trust in 

this document. Alibaba Cloud shall not, under any circumstances, bear responsibility for any

 indirect, consequential, exemplary, incidental, special, or punitive damages, including lost 

profits arising from the use or trust in this document, even if Alibaba Cloud has been notified of 

the possibility of such a loss.

5. By law, all the content of the Alibaba Cloud website, including but not limited to works, products

, images, archives, information, materials, website architecture, website graphic layout, and 

webpage design, are intellectual property of Alibaba Cloud and/or its affiliates. This intellectu

al property includes, but is not limited to, trademark rights, patent rights, copyrights, and trade
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 secrets. No part of the Alibaba Cloud website, product programs, or content shall be used, 

modified, reproduced, publicly transmitted, changed, disseminated, distributed, or published

 without the prior written consent of Alibaba Cloud and/or its affiliates. The names owned by 

Alibaba Cloud shall not be used, published, or reproduced for marketing, advertising, promotion

, or other purposes without the prior written consent of Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by 

Alibaba Cloud include, but are not limited to, "Alibaba Cloud", "Aliyun", "HiChina", and other 

brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or its affiliates, which appear separately or in combination, as well

 as the auxiliary signs and patterns of the preceding brands, or anything similar to the company

 names, trade names, trademarks, product or service names, domain names, patterns, logos

, marks, signs, or special descriptions that third parties identify as Alibaba Cloud and/or its 

affiliates).

6. Please contact Alibaba Cloud directly if you discover any errors in this document.
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Generic conventions

Table -1: Style conventions

Style Description Example

This warning information indicates a 
situation that will cause major system 
changes, faults, physical injuries, and 
other adverse results.

Danger:
Resetting will result in the loss of user
configuration data.

This warning information indicates a 
situation that may cause major system
 changes, faults, physical injuries, and 
other adverse results.

Warning:
Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restore business.

This indicates warning information, 
supplementary instructions, and other 
content that the user must understand.

Note:
Take the necessary precautions to
save exported data containing sensitive
information.

This indicates supplemental instructio
ns, best practices, tips, and other 
content that is good to know for the 
user.

Note:
You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

> Multi-level menu cascade. Settings > Network > Set network type

Bold It is used for buttons, menus, page 
names, and other UI elements.

Click OK.

Courier 

font

It is used for commands. Run the cd /d C:/windows command
to enter the Windows system folder.

Italics It is used for parameters and variables. bae log list --instanceid

 Instance_ID

[] or [a|b] It indicates that it is a optional value, 
and only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b} It indicates that it is a required value, 
and only one item can be selected.

swich {stand | slave}
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1 SAS agent

1.1 Install Situation Awareness Service agent
The Situation Awareness Service (SAS) agent is a security plug-in running on servers. To use

SAS to protect your servers, you must first install the SAS agent in the guest operating system of

your servers.

Integration into Alibaba Cloud public images

The SAS agent has been integrated into Alibaba Cloud public images. When you create an ECS

instance, you can select a public image and enable Security Enhancement to automatically

install the SAS agent on your instance.

You can go to ########## > the SAS console > Asset List page to view the security status of

your servers. The security status refers to the online or offline status of the SAS agent on these

servers.

If the security status of your servers appears offline, use the following method to manually 

download and install the SAS agent on your servers.

Manually install the SAS agent on a server (including external servers)

Note:

If security software such as Fortinet FortiGate has been installed on your server, the system may

fail to install the SAS agent correctly. We recommend that you check whether security software

already exists on your server before installing the SAS agent. If you have already installed

security software to your server, disable or uninstall the software before you install the SAS

agent.

Prerequisites

Before you install the SAS agent, make sure that your server meets the following requirements:

• If the server has been deployed in Alibaba Cloud, you can directly install the SAS agent on the

 server.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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• If the server is not in Alibaba Cloud and communicates with Alibaba Cloud over the Internet, 

you must make sure that your server has access to the Internet.

• If the server is not in Alibaba Cloud and communicates with Alibaba Cloud through a leased

line, you must add the following lines to the host file in the operating system of your server for

SAS host names to be resolved.

▬ 100.100.25.3 jsrv.aegis.aliyun.com

▬ 100.100.25.4 update.aegis.aliyun.com

Procedure

Follow these steps to manually install the SAS agent:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Settings.

3. Click Install/Uninstall SAS Agent to go to the SAS agent page.

4. Select the installation method that is applicable to the operating system of your server to

download and install the latest SAS agent version:

• Windows

1. Click Download on the SAS agent page to download the latest version of SAS agent

package to your PC.

2. Upload the SAS agent package to your server. For example, you can use an FTP client 

to upload the package to the server.

3. Run the package on your server as an administrator.

Note:

The installation of the SAS agent requires an installation key. The installation key is

used to bind the SAS agent to your Alibaba Cloud account. You can view the installation

key on the SAS agent page.

• Linux

1. Depending on the type of your server, select Alibaba Cloud Servers or External

Servers on the SAS agent page.

2. Log on to your Linux server as an administrator.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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3. Upload the SAS agent package to your Linux server, and then select an install command

 that is applicable to the operating system of your server.

4. Run the command to download and install the SAS agent.

Note:

The install command can download the latest version of SAS agent package from

Alibaba Cloud. Before you run the command, make sure that your server has access to

the Internet.

5. The SAS agent installation may take five minutes to complete. After the SAS agent has been

installed, verify the server status in the SAS console: 

• If the server is an ECS instance, the status of the server changes from offline to online.

• If the server is an external server, the server is added to the server list.

Verify the SAS agent installation

Follow these steps to verify the SAS agent installation:

1. Verify if the SAS agent processes, including AliYunDun and AliYunDunUpdate, are running

correctly. For more information about the SAS agent processes, see Situation Awareness

Service agent.

2. Run the telnet command to telnet from your server to the SAS server and verify if the server

can communicate with the server correctly. Make sure that your server can access at least one

of the following jsrv domain names and one of the following update domain names.

• telnet jsrv.aegis.aliyun.com 80

• telnet jsrv2.aegis.aliyun.com 80

• telnet jsrv3.aegis.aliyun.com 80

• telnet update.aegis.aliyun.com 80

• telnet update2.aegis.aliyun.com 80

• telnet update3.aegis.aliyun.com 80

If the verification fails, follow the instructions in Troubleshoot the problem of Situation Awareness

Service agent going offline to resolve the issues.
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Restrictions and guidelines

For an external server that runs Windows, you must use the SAS agent package to install the 

agent. For an external server that runs Linux, you must run the relevant command to install the 

agent.

To ensure that the agent can run correctly in the following situations, you must delete the SAS

agent directory and follow the preceding steps to manually reinstall the agent.

• You have used an image that includes the SAS agent to install the SAS agent on multiple 

external servers.

• You have directly copied the SAS agent files to your external servers.

SAS agent directory

• Windows: C:\Program Files (x86)\Alibaba\Aegis

• Linux:  /usr/local/aegis

1.2 Install SAS agent on Financial cloud or VPC
The following sections describe how to install the Situation Awareness Service (SAS) agent

to connect instances in private networks (such as instances used in Alibaba Cloud’s Financial

Service Solutions, or instances in Alibaba Cloud VPC) to the SAS server.

Install SAS agent

Note:

If security software (for example, Fortinet FortiGate) is installed on your instances, the system

may fail to install the SAS agent correctly. We recommend that you check whether such security

software exists on your instances before installing the SAS agent. If security software is already

installed on your instances, we recommend that you temporarily disable or uninstall the software

before you install the SAS agent.

1. Log on to the SAS console and click Settings in the left-side navigation pane.

2. Click Install/Uninstall SAS Agents.

3. Depending on the operating system running on your instance, select the applicable installation

method.

• Windows

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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1. Click Download on the Install/Uninstall SAS Agents tab page to download the latest

version of SAS agent package to your PC.

2. Upload the SAS agent package to your instance. For example, you can use an FTP 

client to upload the package to your instance.

3. Run the package on your instance as an administrator.

Note:

The installation of the SAS agent requires an installation key. The installation key is

used to associate the SAS agent with your Alibaba Cloud account. You can view the

installation key on the Install/Uninstall SAS Agents tab page.

• Linux

1. Depending on your system requirements, click one of the following links to download the

SAS agent package to your PC.

• 32-bit Linux: SAS agent package

• 64-bit Linux: SAS agent package

2. Upload the SAS agent package to your instance. For example, you can use an FTP 

client to upload the package to the instance.

3. Log on to your Linux instance as an administrator.

4. Locate the directory that stores the uploaded SAS agent package and, depending on

your system requirements, execute one of the following commands to install the SAS

agent:

• 32-bit Linux: chmod +x AliAqsInstall_32.sh && . /AliAqsInstall_32.

sh xxxxxx

• 64-bit Linux: chmod +x AliAqsInstall_64.sh && . /AliAqsInstall_64.

sh xxxxxx

Note:

Replace xxxxxx at the end of each command with the installation key that is provided

on the Install/Uninstall SAS Agents tab page. This installation key is the same as that

used to install the SAS agent to a Windows running instance. The installation key is

used to associate the SAS agent with your Alibaba Cloud account. After logging on to

the SAS console, you can use SAS to protect your instances.

https://aegis.alicdn.com/download/AliAqsInstall_32.sh
https://aegis.alicdn.com/download/AliAqsInstall_64.sh
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4. Once the SAS agent is installed and synced with your instances (this process may take up to

 5 minutes), you can view the status of your instances in the SAS console. The status of your 

instances will change from Unprotected to Protected.

Verify SAS agent installation

To verify your SAS agent installation, follow these steps:

1. Verify that the AliYunDun and AliYunDunUpdate processes of the SAS agent are running

normally. For more information about SAS agent processes, see Situation Awareness Service

agent.

2. Verify that your instance can communicate with SAS servers by executing the following telnet

commands on your instance: 

Note:

Make sure that your instance can communicate with the following two SAS servers properly:

• telnet jsrv3.aegis.aliyun.com 80

• telnet update3.aegis.aliyun.com 80

If your instance cannot communicate with the SAS servers properly, follow the instructions in

Situation Awareness Service agent offline troubleshooting to resolve the issue. 

1.3 Troubleshoot the problem of SAS agent going offline
Context

If your SAS agent is offline, follow these steps to resolve the issue:

Procedure

1. Log on to your server and check whether the SAS agent processes are running.

If the SAS agent processes are not running, we recommend that you restart your server or

reinstall the SAS agent. For more information, see Install the SAS agent.

• Windows

Open the Task Manager and check whether the following processes are running.

• Linux

Run the top command to check whether the following processes are running.
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2. If you have installed the SAS agent on a server for the first time and the security status of the

server is Offline after installation, you can restart the SAS agent using the following methods:

• Linux: Run the following command: killall AliYunDun && killall AliYunDunU

pdate && /usr/local/aegis/aegis_client/aegis_10_xx/AliYunDun

Note:

You must replace xx with the largest number in the directory.

• Windows: Restart the two services displayed in the following screenshot by right-clicking

and selecting Restart.

3. Check whether the network connection on your server is normal.

• Servers with public IP addresses (for example, servers connected to classic networks, EIPs,

or external hosts)

▬ Windows: Run the following command: ping jsrv.aegis.aliyun.com -l 1000

▬ Linux: Run the following command: ping jsrv.aegis.aliyun.com -s 1000

• Servers without public IP addresses (for example, servers connected to the Financial Cloud,

or VPCs)

▬ Windows: Run the following command: ping jsrv3.aegis.aliyun.com -l 1000

▬ Linux: Run the following command: ping jsrv3.aegis.aliyun.com -s 1000

4. If the ping command does not work, try the following methods:

1. Make sure that the DNS service is running on your server. If the DNS service is not running

, restart your server or check whether a DNS error has occurred.

2. Check whether firewall ACL rules or Alibaba Cloud security group rules have been

configured on your server. If firewall rules or security group rules have been configured,

make sure that the IP address of the SAS server is added to the whitelist (both in the

inbound and outbound directions).

Note:
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Allow the following network segments to access your server on port 80. For the last

network segment, both port 80 and 443 must be enabled.

• 140.205.140.0/24 80

• 106.11.68.0/24 80

• 110.173.196.0/24 80

• 106.11.68.0/24 80

• 100.100.25.0/24 80 443

3. Check whether the public network bandwidth on your server is zero. If the public network

bandwidth on your server is zero, try the following methods:

a. Add the following name resolution rules to the hosts file on your server:

• 100.100.25.3 jsrv.aegis.aliyun.com

• 100.100.25.4 update.aegis.aliyun.com

b. After changing the hosts file, run the following command: ping jsrv.aegis.aliyun.

com

Note:

If 100.100.25.3 is not returned, restart your server or check whether a DNS error has

occurred.

c. If the ping command does not return expected results, change the values of 

t_srv_domain and h_srv_domain in the network_config file under the SAS agent

installation directory to 100.100.25.3 and 100.100.25.4 respectively. After making

the changes, restart the SAS agent.

Note:

You must create a copy of the network_config file before making the changes.

This method only applies when the public network bandwidth on the server is zero and 

the SAS agent is offline.

4. If the ping command returns the correct IP address, run the following telnet command to

verify connectivity: telnet 140.205.140.205 80 If no connectivity is found, check

firewall restrictions.

5. Check whether high CPU or memory usage (maintained at 95% or higher for a long period) has

occurred. High CPU or memory usage may prevent the SAS agent from running properly.
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6. Check whether third-party security products (such as Fortinet FortiGate) have been installed on

your server. Some third-party security software may prevent the SAS agent from accessing the

network.

If security software is installed on your servers, we recommend that you temporarily disable or 

uninstall the software before reinstalling the SAS agent.

1.4 Uninstall Security Awareness Service agent
You can use the following methods to uninstall the SAS agent and disable Situation Awareness

Service (SAS) protection.

Note:

After you have uninstalled the SAS agent, there is a waiting period of six hours before the

security status of the server in the SAS console changes to offline.

Automatically uninstall the SAS agent

You can use the following method to automatically uninstall the SAS agent in the SAS console.

Note:

After you have uninstalled the agent, SAS will initialize self protection. The protection duration is

24 hours. During this period, you can only manually reinstall the agent. When you reinstall the

agent, you need to ignore all the error messages that the system has displayed and execute the

install command more than three times.

Prerequisites

To uninstall the SAS agent, you must make sure that the status of the agent on the current server 

is online. An offline server cannot receive the uninstall instruction.

Procedure

Follow these steps to automatically uninstall the SAS agent:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Settings.

3. Click Install/Uninstall SAS Agent to go to the SAS agent page.

4. Click Uninstall in the upper-right corner.

5. Specify the server where the SAS agent runs in the Confirm Uninstall dialog box, and click

Confirm.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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6. Wait for the system to uninstall the SAS agent on the specified server.

Manually uninstall the SAS agent

Select a method that is applicable to the operating system of your server to manually uninstall the 

SAS agent:

Linux servers

1. Log on to your server.

2. Run the following command to download the script for uninstalling the SAS agent.

wget http://update.aegis.aliyun.com/download/uninstall.sh

3. Sequentially run the following commands to uninstall the SAS agent. 

• chmod +x uninstall.sh

• ./uninstall.sh

Windows servers

1. Log on to your server.

2. Download the script for uninstalling the SAS agent to your server.

Note:

You can also download the script to your computer and use an FTP client to upload the script

to your server.

3. Double-click the uninstall.bat file to execute the script and uninstall the agent.

1.5 How Situation Awareness Service (SAS) agent works
How Situation Awareness Service (SAS) agent works

The SAS agent automatically sends online data to the SAS server at an interval of five hours.

If the SAS server has not received any information from the agent for 12 hours, the server 

determines that the server where the agent runs is offline. The SAS server then changes the 

security status of the server to offline in the console.

Agent processes

SAS runs the following SAS agent processes on a server:

Note:

http://update.aegis.aliyun.com/download/uninstall.bat
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SAS uses the root account to run the SAS agent processes on a Linux server. SAS uses the

system account to run the SAS agent processes on a Windows server.

• AliYunDun

SAS runs this process on a server to establish a connection to the SAS server.

The directory of the process file varies by operating system, as follows:

• Windows 32-bit: C:\Program Files\Alibaba\aegis\aegis_client

• Windows 64-bit: C:\Program Files (x86)\Alibaba\aegis\aegis_client

• Linux: /usr/local/aegis/aegis_client

• AliYunDunUpdate

SAS periodically runs this process on a server to verify if an update is available for the SAS 

agent.

The path of the process file varies depending on the operating system, as follows: 

• Windows 32-bit: C:\Program Files\Alibaba\aegis\aegis_update

• Windows 64-bit: C:\Program Files (x86)\Alibaba\aegis\aegis_update

• Linux: /usr/local/aegis/aegis_update
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3 Security Warning

Situation Awareness Service (SAS) can monitor the security status of your servers and trigger

alarms when it detects any network intrusion. This allows you to manage potential security risks

and respond to the risks.

View and process network intrusions

SAS detects network intrusion behaviors such as:

• Unusual logon: After you specify valid logon IP addresses, logon times, and accounts, SAS 

can then monitor your logon behavior against these conditions and triggers an alarm when any

 unusual logon behavior is detected. Usual logon locations can also be added. SAS can then 

trigger alarms when logons to a specified asset from an unfamiliar location are detected.

• Webshell: SAS detects common Webshells using an autonomous detection engine that

supports scheduled detection, and real-time safeguard. You can then one click quarantine any

detected Webshells.

▬ Modifications made to scan targets will trigger a dynamic Webshell analysis. A static 

Webshell analysis is performed daily at 12:00 am.

▬ You can customize scan targets for Trojan horse scanning and removal.

▬ You can quarantine, restore, or ignore detected Trojan horse files.

• Suspicious host: You can view suspicious processes, sensitive file tampering, unusual network 

connections, abnormal events, and suspicious files that are detected on your servers.

• Virus: SAS and the control center on the cloud collaborate to provide a virus scanning and 

removal mechanism. SAS records information generated by running processes and reports 

the information to the control center on the cloud for virus scanning. When a virus is detected, 

SAS determines the method to remove the virus, for example, by terminating the process and 

quarantining the file.

Procedure

To view and process network intrusions that occur on your servers, follow these steps:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Events.

3. In the event list, view all the network intrusions that are detected. You can quickly locate a

specific event by search and selecting its event type, severity level, and processing status.  For

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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example, you can search for an event by using the IP address or name of the server on which

the event occurred, or the event name.

4. Process events using applicable methods.

• Unusual logons: If you can confirm that a logon attempt is valid, click Label as Handled.

• Webshell: You can click Quarantine to quarantine the detected Webshell script (file), or

click Ignore to ignore the event. In the upper-right corner, you can click Quarantine to view

quarantined files. 

Note:

You can restore any quarantined files within 30 days after they have been quarantined.

Quarantined files are automatically cleared after 30 days.

• Unusual network connections, suspicious processes, and sensitive file tampering:

Depending on your scenario, click Ignore Once to ignore the event, click Confirm to

confirm the event is normal, or click Label as False Positive to indicate a falsely reported

event. You can unmark events that are marked as falsely reported events.

• Virus: Depending on your scenario, click Handle Online to isolate the virus, click Ignore

Once to ignore the detected virus, click Confirm to confirm a detected virus, or click Label

as False Positive to indicate a falsely reported event. You can Unmark events that are

marked as falsely reported events.

Set alarms

You can customize your usual logon locations and scan targets. You can also set alarm severity

levels and configure advanced logon alarming.

Note:

Advanced logon alarming is provided only in SAS Enterprise Edition. With SAS Enterprise

Edition, you can specify more precise conditions of unusual logons, such as specifying valid

logon IP addresses, logon times, and accounts.

Procedure

To set alarms, follow these steps:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Events.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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3. In the upper-right corner, click Settings and then configure the settings.

• Add usual logon locations

1. Click Add next to Usual Logon Locations.

2. Select a usual logon location and its associated servers or server groups. 

3. Click OK.

You can Edit and Delete an added usual logon location.

▬ Click Edit next to a usual logon location to change its associated servers.

▬ Click Delete next to a usual logon location to delete the configurations for this usual

logon location. 

• Configure advanced logon alarming

Note:

You can specify valid logon IP addresses, logon times, and accounts. SAS sets alarms

to trigger when unusual logon attempts are detected. Operations related to the following

functions are similar to the configurations of usual logon locations. You can perform the

operations of Add, Edit, Delete by referring to the preceding section.

▬ Click the switch next to Valid Logon IPs to enable or disable IP address check. If the IP

check is enabled, alarms are triggered when logons are performed from unspecified IP

addresses. 

▬ Click the switch next to Valid Logon Time to enable or disable logon time check. If

the logon time check is enabled, alarms are triggered when logons are performed at

unspecified times. 

▬ Click the switch next to Valid Logon Accounts to enable or disable account check.

If account check is enabled, alarms are triggered when logons are performed using

unspecified accounts.

• Customize scan targets
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SAS automatically detects the scan targets that are on your servers. It then performs 

dynamic and static scans. You can also customize your scan targets.

1. Click Add next to Add Scan Targets. 

2. Specify a valid scan target and select the server on which the scan target is stored. 

Note:

Adding the root directory is not supported.

3. Click OK.

• Set alarm severity levels

At the bottom of the Settings sidebar, select the severity levels of the events to be detected.

The alarm severity levels are as follows:

• Reminder: An event of this severity level indicates an event that requires you to verify its

validity, for example, account creation.

• Warning: An event of this severity level indicates a possible intrusion event, for example,

a logon record to your ECS instance from an unfamiliar location.

• Urgency: An event of this severity level indicates a successful hacker attack, for

example, virus or a denial-of-service attack.
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4 Vulnerabilities

4.1 Server threat management
Situation Awareness Service (SAS) provides complete vulnerability detection and repair services,

including server threat management and Web Threat Inspector (WTI).  Server threat management

can automatically detect system vulnerabilities on your servers. WTI can automatically scan your

servers and simulate Internet attacks to discover web vulnerabilities exposed to the Internet.

This document introduces how to use server threat management. For more information about

WTI, see Web Threat Inspector.

Vulnerability detection and repair

Server threat management helps you detect and fix the following system vulnerabilities on servers:

• Web content management system (WCMS) vulnerabilities

SAS uses vulnerability patch databases in the cloud to provide automatic vulnerability detection

 and quick vulnerability repair as follows:

▬ SAS automatically detects vulnerabilities, reports detection results, and sends alerts.

▬ SAS allows you to easily fix vulnerabilities by replacing common web files (MD5 checksum 

validated).

▬ SAS also allows you to verify vulnerability fixes. SAS also enables you to use the undo fix 

function to restore the web files that have been replaced by SAS.

Linux software vulnerabilities

SAS scans the software that has been installed on your servers against the Common 

Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) list to discover matching vulnerabilities in your software

 and send alerts.  SAS also provides commands for you to fix vulnerabilities that have been 

detected and allows you to verify these vulnerability fixes.

Windows system vulnerabilities

SAS automatically checks if your servers have the latest Microsoft updates installed, and sends

 alerts if it finds any vulnerabilities. SAS also can automatically detect and fix major vulnerabil

ities on your servers.

Other vulnerabilities
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SAS automatically detects vulnerabilities, such as the Redis LUA exploits and Struts S2-052

 vulnerability, on your servers, and sends alerts. In addition, SAS allows you to verify these 

vulnerability fixes.

Procedure

Follow these steps to view and fix vulnerabilities that have been detected in the operating system (

Linux or Windows) and WCMS of your servers:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Vulnerability Management.

3. Go to the Server Vulnerabilities page to view all server vulnerabilities. You can use the

vulnerability search and tag functions to quickly find a vulnerability. Example:

• Search for a vulnerability by name.

• Select vulnerability tags to quickly search for a vulnerability. For example, you can select

the Unhandled, Urgent, Critical, and WCMS Vulnerabilities tags to search for a critical

WCMS vulnerability that needs to be fixed urgently.

To disable SAS alerts for a specific vulnerability, select the vulnerability, and then click Ignore

under the vulnerability list. To exclude a specific vulnerability from the vulnerability detection

list, select the vulnerability, click Add to Whitelist under the vulnerability list. SAS does not

detect vulnerabilities that have been added to the whitelist.

4. Click a vulnerability name to go to the vulnerability details page. You can view detailed 

vulnerability information and affected assets on this page.

5. Select an action to manage a vulnerability, depending on the type of the vulnerability.

Note:

You can select an action in the Actions column to manage an affected server. You can also

select multiple affected servers, and then select an action to manage the selected servers.

Note:

To manage multiple vulnerabilities, use the batch management tool in the upper-right corner

of the Affected Assets page. Enter a batch name, and click Save to create a batch to fix all

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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vulnerabilities that have been filtered out. You can then track the relevant servers and verify

vulnerability fixes by specifying the batch name.

• Linux software vulnerabilities

▬ You can click Fix to directly fix a vulnerability. You can also click Generate Fix Command

to automatically generate a command, log on to the relevant server, and then run the

command to fix the vulnerability. 

Note:

If a vulnerability fix requires a server restart to take effect, you must not restart the server

until the Status of the vulnerability changes to Fixed (To Be Restarted), and then restart

the server and click Restarted and Verified.

▬ You can click Ignore to ignore a vulnerability. The system will no longer alert you for this

vulnerability.

▬ You can click Verify to verify the vulnerability fix. If you do not perform a manual verification,

the system automatically performs a verification 48 hours after the vulnerability fix procedure

has completed.

• Windows system vulnerabilities

▬ You can click Fix to fix a vulnerability. The system caches an official Windows patch in the

cloud for your server to download and update. 

Note:

If a vulnerability fix requires a server restart to take effect, you must not restart the server

until the Status of the vulnerability changes to Fixed (To Be Restarted), and then restart

the server and click Restarted and Verified.

▬ You can click Ignore to disable SAS from alerting you for a specific vulnerability.

▬ If your server has been installed with a vulnerability patch, you can click Verify to verify the

vulnerability fix.

• WCMS vulnerabilities

▬ You can click Fix to fix a WCMS vulnerability by replacing the web files that contain the

vulnerability on your server. 

Note:
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Before you fix a WCMS vulnerability, we recommend that you back up the relevant web

files. You can reference the path in the vulnerability management instructions to back up

the web files.

▬ You can click Ignore to ignore a vulnerability. The system no longer alerts you for this

vulnerability.

▬ You can click Verify to verify a vulnerability fix. If you do not perform a manual verification,

the system automatically performs a verification 48 hours after the vulnerability fix procedure

has completed.

▬ For vulnerabilities that have been fixed, you can click Rollback to restore the web files that

have been replaced by SAS.

• Other vulnerabilities

▬ You can click Ignore to disable SAS from alerting you for a specific vulnerability.

▬ After you follow the relevant instructions to manually fix a vulnerability, you can click

Verify to verify the vulnerability fix. If you do not perform a manual verification, the system

automatically performs a verification 48 hours after the vulnerability fix procedure has

completed.

Vulnerability management settings

The vulnerability management settings allow you to enable or disable automatic detection for 

different types of vulnerabilities, select a server for application vulnerability detection, set a time 

window to remove invalid vulnerabilities, and configure the vulnerability whitelist.

The vulnerability whitelist allows you to completely exclude vulnerabilities from the detection list

. You can click Add to Whitelist under the vulnerability list to add multiple vulnerabilities to the 

whitelist. After the vulnerabilities have been added to the whitelist, the system no longer detects

 these vulnerabilities. The vulnerability management settings also allow you to maintain the 

vulnerability whitelist.

Procedure

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the the left-side navigation pane, click Vulnerability Management.

3. Click Settings on the Server Vulnerabilities page. You can perform the following tasks on this

page:

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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• You can select a vulnerability type, and click the toggle to enable or disable detection for the

 specified vulnerability type.

• You can select a vulnerability type, and click Manage to specify servers on which SAS

detects the specified vulnerability.

• You can select a vulnerability severity level: Critical, important, moderate, or low.

• You can set a time window to remove invalid vulnerabilities: 7 days, 30 days, or 90 days. 

Note:

If you do not take any action on the detected vulnerabilities, the system determines that

the alert settings for the vulnerabilities are invalid. The system removes the vulnerabilities

when the specified period expires.

• You can select vulnerabilities in the whitelist, and click Remove to enable SAS to detect

these vulnerabilities and send alerts.

4.2 Vulnerability fix prioritization
The prioritization of vulnerability fixes is essential to cloud asset protection. If you have a large

number of assets, Threat Detection Service (TDS) may discover thousands of vulnerabilities on

your assets. Such a large number means it is difficult to prioritize the vulnerabilities. To resolve

this issue, TDS provides a set of prioritization standards for you to prioritize these vulnerabilities.

Vulnerability severity score

TDS uses vulnerability severity scores to prioritize Linux software vulnerabilities and Windows 

vulnerabilities. Vulnerability fix priorities calculated based on vulnerability severity scores include

Urgent, Less urgent, and Not urgent.

Note:

Emergency vulnerabilities and web content management system (WCMS) vulnerabilities are

critical vulnerabilities confirmed by Alibaba Cloud security engineers, which must be fixed

immediately.

Vulnerability severity scores can be calculated by using the following formula:

Vulnerability Severity Score = Vulnerability CVSS Base Score x Temporal Score x 

Environmental Score x Asset Importance Score

The descriptions for these scores are as follows:
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• Vulnerability CVSS Base Score: Specifies the CVSS2/3 base score of the vulnerability, in the

range of 0 to 10.

• Temporal Score: A temporal score is derived from multiple metrics in the range of 0 to 1.

These metrics include the vulnerability exploit maturity and remediation latency. 

In the first three days of the revealing of the vulnerability, the probability of the vulnerability 

being exploited greatly increases as the public awareness of the vulnerability increases. The

 temporal score raises from 0 to reach a peak value that is smaller than 1, and then drops 

quickly. However, as the time passes, the vulnerability becomes more likely to be exploited

 based on the rapid development of exploit techniques. The temporal score then gradually 

increases and approaches 1 within 100 days.

• Environmental Score: Your actual environment is essential to vulnerability prioritization.

An environmental score is measured based on your server and the exploitability of the

corresponding vulnerability.

The following environmental factors are currently used to calculate an environmental score:

▬ Your server receives traffic from the public network:

■ If the vulnerability can be remotely exploited, the environmental score is 1.5.

■ If the vulnerability can be exploited by attackers in a neighboring network, the 

environmental score is 1.2.

■ If the vulnerability can be locally exploited, the environmental score is 1.

■ If the vulnerability can only be exploited in a complex environment that cannot be 

recreated in the cloud, the environmental score greatly decreases.

▬ Your server receives traffic only from VPCs:

■ If the vulnerability can be remotely exploited, the environmental score greatly decreases. 

In this case, the environmental score is set to 0.

■ If the vulnerability can be exploited by attackers in a neighboring network, the 

environmental score is 1.2.

■ If the vulnerability can be locally exploited, the environmental score is 1.

■ If the vulnerability can only be exploited in a complex environment that cannot be 

recreated in the cloud, the environmental score greatly decreases.

• Asset Importance Score: Asset importance scores are assigned to servers or assets based

on scenarios when large amounts of servers or assets exist.
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Note:

The default asset importance score is 1.

It takes 48 hours for TDS to calculate a vulnerability severity score from the time that the 

vulnerability was detected by TDS.

Note:

• When a vulnerability is identified, the corresponding authority may have not yet assigned a

 CVSS base score to the vulnerability. TDS will provide the vulnerability severity score 48 

hours after the authority has posted the CVSS base score.

• Network malfunctions, such as TDS agent offline issues, may cause environmental score 

calculation failures. In this case, the vulnerability severity score is available in 48 hours after 

your network has recovered. 

Vulnerability fix priorities

• Urgent: The recommended vulnerability severity score is in the range of 13.5 to 15.

• Less urgent: The recommended vulnerability severity score is in the range of 7.1 to 13.5.

• Not urgent: The recommended vulnerability severity score is smaller than 7.

Vulnerability fix priorities in special scenarios

• TDS weights the priority of a vulnerability that has just been detected based on the

environment of your server. This process takes 48 hours. During this process, the priority of the

vulnerability is measured based on the severity of the vulnerability as follows:

▬ If the severity of the vulnerability is critical, the priority is Urgent.

▬ If the severity of the vulnerability is high or medium, its priority is Less urgent.

▬ If the severity of the vulnerability is low, its priority is Not urgent.

• If the environmental score of a vulnerability cannot be measured due to network convergence,

the priority of the vulnerability is set to Not urgent.

4.3 Software vulnerability fix
This topic introduces the best practice for fixing software vulnerabilities on servers.

You can use the following method to fix vulnerabilities that have been detected on your server by 

the vulnerability detection feature of Threat Detection Service (TDS).  
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Note:

This method is designed to successfully fix vulnerabilities detected in the operating system,

network devices, databases, and middleware on servers.

How to fix software vulnerabilities

Unlike fixing vulnerabilities on PCs, fixing software vulnerabilities on servers requires expert 

knowledge. You must follow these steps to fix software vulnerabilities:

Prerequisites

1. You must check all assets on the target server and log on to the TDS console to check system

vulnerabilities on the server. For more information about descriptions of Linux software

vulnerability attributes in TDS, see Linux software vulnerability attribute descriptions.

2. After checking the system vulnerabilities on the target server, determine the vulnerabilities that

 need to be fixed urgently. You can determine which vulnerabilities need to be fixed urgently 

based on the business status, server status, and impacts caused by vulnerability fixes.

3. Upload vulnerability patches to the testing environment, test the compatibility and security of 

these patches, and then generate a vulnerability fix testing report. The vulnerability fix testing

 report must include vulnerability fix results, vulnerability fix duration, patch compatibility, and 

impacts caused by vulnerability fixes.

4. To prevent exceptions, before fixing the software vulnerabilities, you must use the backup and

 recovery feature to back up the system of the target server. For example, you can use the 

snapshot feature of ECS to create a snapshot of the target ECS instance.

Fix vulnerabilities

1. Upload the vulnerability patches to the target server and use the patches to fix the vulnerabil

ities. This task requires a minimum of two administrators: One administrator takes charge of 

fixing vulnerabilities and the other one takes charge of making records. Exercise all operations 

with caution.

2. The administrator must follow the system vulnerability list sequentially to upgrade the system 

and fix vulnerabilities.

Validate vulnerability fixes and generate a report

1. Validate the vulnerability fixes on the target server. Make sure that the vulnerabilities have 

been successfully fixed and that no exceptions have occurred on the target server.
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2. Generate a vulnerability fix report based on the entire vulnerability fix process and archive the 

relevant documents.

Software vulnerability fix guidelines

To make sure that the operating system of the target server can run normally during the software

 vulnerability fix process, and to minimize the possibility of exceptions, follow these guidelines 

when you fix vulnerabilities:

• Create a vulnerability fix plan

You must inspect the operating system and application system of the target server and create

 a applicable vulnerability fix plan. The feasibility of the vulnerability fix plan must be discussed

 and verified in the testing environment. You must strictly follow the instructions and steps in

 the vulnerability fix plan to fix vulnerabilities and make sure that no damage is made to the 

systems of the target server.

• Use a testing environment

You must use a testing environment to verify the feasibility of your vulnerability fix plan. Make

sure that the plan has no impacts on the online business system to be fixed.

Note:

The testing environment must use the same operating system and database system as your

online business system. The application system version of the testing environment must be

the same as your online business system. We recommend that you use the latest replica of

the entire business system for testing.

• Back up your business system

You must back up the entire business system, including the operating system, applications, 

and data. After backup, you must validate the backup by restoring your system. System backup

 guarantees the availability of your business. If a system exception or data loss occurs, you can

 use the backup to restore your system. We recommend that you use the snapshot feature of 

ECS to quickly back up your business system.
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5 Baseline check

5.1 Server baseline check
Situation Awareness Service (SAS) supports baseline checks to automatically detect vulnerable

configurations on instances and cloud services, and provides resolutions. You can perform SAS

baseline checks on instances and cloud services.

The instance baseline check detects risks related to systems, accounts, databases, passwords,

and compliance configurations, and then provides resolutions. This document describes how to

use the instance baseline check to locate and optimize vulnerable configurations on instances. For

more information about the usage of the cloud service baseline check, see Cloud service baseline

check.

Features

After you enable the instance baseline check, SAS automatically detects risks related to systems,

accounts, databases, passwords, and compliance configurations of your instances, and provides

resolutions. For more information about the checked items, see Details of the instance baseline

check.

By default, SAS automatically performs the instance baseline check once between 00:00 and

06:00 each day. You can add and maintain a check policy that specifies the checked items, target

instances, check cycle, and trigger time.

Note:

For some checked items, such as detecting weak passwords in MySQL and SQL Server

services, SAS may use certain instance resources for logon attempts, and generate some logon

failure records. Therefore, these checked items are disabled by default. If you require these

items, confirm the preceding risks, customize the instance baseline check policy, and then check

these items.

You can configure a whitelist for the instance baseline check. The SAS skips items that are 

included in the whitelist. You can also add notes to the items in the whitelist to facilitate tracking.

Procedure

Follow these steps to locate and optimize vulnerable configurations on your instance:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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2. In the left-side navigation pane, select Baseline Check.

3. On the Servers tab page, check vulnerable configurations on your instance. You can quickly

locate a vulnerable configuration by specifying its name, type, severity, and status. 

If you want to ignore alarms for a specified risk, select the risk and click Ignore from the list

below the risk. If you do not want to check a specified risk, select the risk and click Add to

Whitelist from the list below the risk. SAS does not perform checks for items added to the

whitelist.

4. Click the name of a risk to enter the details page, and view the details of the risk and affected 

assets.

5. Move the pointer toMore > under Risk Details  to display the resolution, and follow this

resolution to optimize your instance.

Note:

You can select one or more affected assets to operate on multiple assets at a time from the

Affected Assets list.

• After the resolution operation, click Verify in the Actions column to verify the resolution. If

you do not perform a manual verification, the system automatically verifies the resolution 72

hours after the resolution is applied.

• If you want to ignore alarms for a specified risk, you can click Ignore in the Actions column.

The SAS checks this item, but does not generate alarms.

• If you do not want to check for the specified risk, click Add to Whitelist in the upper-right

corner of the page, and add a note to this item. You can remove a risk from the whitelist on

the Settings page.

Instance baseline check settings

Follow these steps to create a scan policy:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, select Baseline Check.

3. Click Create Policy to create a scan policy and follow these configurations:

a. Enter a policy name.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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b. Select the items to check related to compliance configurations, passwords, systems,

accounts, and databases. For more information, see Details of the instance baseline check.

c. Specify the checking cycle (1, 3, 7, or 30 days), and trigger time (00:00-06:00, 06:00-12:00, 

12:00-18:00, or 18:00-24:00).

d. Select the target assets.

Note:

By default, new instances are sent tothe Default group > under Asset Groups. To apply

this policy to new instances, select Default.

e. Click OK.

The new policy takes effect immediately, and runs a scan according to the specified cycle and

trigger time. You can also click Check on a target policy on the Servers tab page to run the

scan immediately.

4. Click Settings in the upper-right corner on the Baseline Check page. Then, in the dialog box

that appears, select a target policy from the list under Scan Policy, and click Modify to edit this

policy, or click Delete to delete this policy.

You can also apply these instance baseline check settings:

• Set a time frame for Retain Invalid Risks for: 7 days, 30 days, or 90 days. 

Note:

If you do not take any actions on the detected risks, the system determines that these risks

are invalid. The system deletes them when the retention period expires.

• Maintain the Baseline Check Whitelist: Click Remove under a risk to remove this item from

the whitelist. Then, the system performs a new scan and generates the corresponding alarms.

• Select a severity level from Risks:

▬ Critical: indicates an extremely vulnerable configuration, which requires an immediate fix.

▬ Important: indicates an important risk, such as a weak password, which is easily exploited.

▬ Moderate: indicates a moderate risk, such as running a Web container as root, which can 

possibly be exploited.

▬ Low: indicates a low risk, such as a password containing less than 32 characters, which is 

not easily exploited but can be detected by some compliance checks.
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Details of the instance baseline check

Type Check item Description

Windows startup items check Checks entries in the registry
key HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\

Windows NT\CurrentVer

sion\Winlogon\Userinit

 on Windows instances to
detect suspicious executable
files. 

Windows sharing configuration
 check

Checks entries in the registry
key  HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SYSTEM\CurrentCon

trolSet\Control\LSA\

RestrictAnonymous on
Windows instances to detect
whether remote control is
enabled. 

Windows group policy check Checks the following account
security policies on Windows
instances:

• Minimum password length
• Password complexity (

combination of numbers
, capital and lower-case
 letters, and special 
characters)

• New passwords must not 
match previous passwords

• The last logon account
 displayed in the logon 
dialog box

• Logon logs enabled
• Logon process logs 

enabled

System

Security Shell (SSH) logon 
baseline check

Checks the following SSH
logon security policies on Linux
instances:

• Port 22 as the default logon
 port
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• Root logon permitted
• Secure SSH protocol 

version 1
• Secure remote shell (RSH) 

protocol
• Instance identification-

based logon enabled

Password assessment for 
logon to Linux instances

Checks logon to Linux 
instances and SSH to detect 
weak passwords. 

Password assessment for 
logon to SQL Server

Check logon to SQL Server 
on instances to detect weak 
passwords. 

Password assessment for 
logon to Windows instances

Checks logon to Windows
 instances and Remote 
Desktop Protocol (RDP) to 
detect weak passwords. 

Anonymous FTP logon check Checks the FTP service 
on instances to detect the
 configuration that allows 
anonymous logons. 

MySQL password assessment Checks logon to the MySQL 
service on instances to detect 
weak passwords. 

Password assessment

PostgreSQL password 
assessment 

Checks logon to the 
PostgreSQL service on 
instances to detect weak 
passwords. 

Insecure account scanning Detects unusual hidden 
accounts and clone accounts 
on instances. 

Account

Password compliance 
assessment

Checks the following password
policies on Linux instances: 

• Maximum validity of 
passwords

• Minimum interval to change
 passwords

• Minimum length of 
passwords
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• Password expiry notification
 start time

Empty password check Detects empty passwords on 
instances. 

Linux account integrity check Checks the integrity of new 
accounts on Linux instances. 

Redis vulnerability exploitation 
and file tampering check

Checks the Redis service on 
instances to detect unauthoriz
ed access and system file 
tampering. 

Database

Redis vulnerability check Checks instances for Redis
 services connected to the 
Internet. 

Linux-Tomcat 7 baseline check Performs the middleware 
baseline check according to 
the latest CIS Apache Tomcat 
7 Benchmark. 

Center for Internet Security
(CIS) baseline check (
Reference)

Linux-CentOS 7 baseline 
check

Performs the system baseline
 check according to the 
latest CIS-Linux CentOS 7 
Benchmark. 

https://downloads.cisecurity.org/
https://downloads.cisecurity.org/
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6 Asset fingerprint

The asset fingerprint feature periodically collects the following information on your servers:

processes, system accounts, listener ports, software, and website backgrounds. You can view

the status of your assets and perform retrospective analysis using this information. This document

describes how to view different asset fingerprints.

Functions

The asset fingerprint feature contains the following modules:

• Processes: Periodically collects information about processes on the server. Scenarios: to check

 which server is running a specific process, and to check which processes are initiated by a 

specific server.

• System accounts: Periodically collects account information on the server. Scenarios: to check

 which server has created a specific account, and to check which accounts are created by a 

specific server.

• Listener ports: Periodically collects information about listener ports on the server. Scenarios: to

 check which server is listening on a specified port, and to check which ports are enabled on a 

specified server.

• Software: Periodically collects software version information on the server. Scenarios: to check 

for illegal software and installations, to check for obsolete software versions, and to quickly find 

the affected assets when vulnerabilities are exploited.

• Website back-ends: Periodically collects logon information at website backgrounds, detects 

weak passwords and user enumeration attempts, and monitors background security. Scenarios

: to view logon records at back-ends, to check whether weak passwords exist, and to view user

 enumeration attempts.

Additionally, for information about processes, system accounts, listener ports, and software, you

can specify the frequency of data collection.

View processes

You can view the processes on your servers by following these steps:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, select Asset Fingerprints > Processes .

3. On the Processes page, you can view all running processes and the number of servers that

have started these processes. You can search by process name or user.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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4. Click a process name to view the details.

View system accounts

You can view the system accounts on your servers by following these steps:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, selectAsset Fingerprints > System Accounts.

3. On the System Accounts page, you can view all logged-on accounts and the number of

servers that have created these accounts. You can search by account name.

4. Click an account name to view account details.

View listener ports

You can view the listener ports on your servers by following these steps:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, select Asset Fingerprints > Listener ports.

3. On the Listener Ports page, you can view all listener ports, their corresponding network

protocols, and the number of servers that have enabled these ports. You can search by port

number or process name.

4. Click a port number to view the details.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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View software

You can view the software on your servers by following these steps:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-hand navigation bar, selectAsset Fingerprints > Software.

3. On the Software page, you can view the software that is in use, software version information,

and the number of servers that are using the software. You can search by software, version, or

by installation directory.

4. Click a software name to view the details.

View logon records

You can view the logon records on your website background by following these steps:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, select Asset Fingerprints > Website Back-ends.

3. On the Website Back-ends page, you can view all logon records on your website background,

and the results of weak password detection and user enumeration detection.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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Asset fingerprint settings

You can specify the frequency of data collection by following these steps:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, select Asset Fingerprints and a module. Then click Settings

in the upper-right corner.

3. Complete the following settings:

• Select Auto-Collect Listener Ports and choose from the following: Disabled, Once an

Hour, Once Every 3 Hours, Once Every 12 Hours, Once a Day, or Once Every 7 Days.

• Select Auto-Collect Processes and choose from the following: Disabled, Once an Hour,

Once Every 3 Hours, Once Every 12 Hours, Once a Day, or Once Every 7 Days.

• Select Auto-Collect System Accounts and choose from the following: Disabled, Once an

Hour, Once Every 3 Hours, Once Every 12 Hours, Once a Day, or Once Every 7 Days.

• Select Auto-Collect Software and choose from the following: Disabled, Once an Hour,

Once Every 3 Hours, Once Every 12 Hours, Once a Day, or Once Every 7 Days.

4. Click OK to apply the settings.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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7 Log retrieval

7.1 Log retrieval
Situation Awareness Service provides the log retrieval feature to help you manage logs on your

Alibaba Cloud systems. You can easily identify the causes of problems that occur on your servers.

Note:

You must upgrade to Situation Awareness Service (SAS) Enterprise Edition to use the log

retrieval feature. SAS records your logs and supports retrieval only when the the Log retrieval

feature is enabled. Currently, Situation Awareness Service Enterprise Edition retains logs for 180

days and allows you to retrieve the logs of the last 30 days.

Benefits

The log retrieval feature provides the following benefits:

• One-stop log retrieval platform. You can retrieve all logs on your Alibaba Cloud systems and 

trace problems easily.

• Web-based log retrieval. Without the need for additional deployment, you can log on to the 

SAS console using a browser and use the log retrieval feature directly.

• Supports TB sized data retrieval. You can add 50 operators in a search condition and get full-

text search results within several seconds.

• Supports various kinds of server logs and Web logs.

• Supports log shipping, which allows you to ship security logs to Alibaba Cloud Log Service for

further analysis. For more information, see Log Shipping.

Scenarios

You can use log retrieval to achieve the following scenarios:

• Security incident analysis: When a security incident occurs on your server, you can retrieve the 

logs to investigate the cause, and evaluate the damage and affected assets.

• Operation review: You can review operation logs on your server, and troubleshoot high-risk 

operations or serious problems with fine granularity.

• Business traffic statistics: You can analyze Web access logs to track your visitors and their 

requests, and evaluate your service responses.
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Supported logs

You can retrieve the following types of logs:

Type  Log Description

Logon history Logs of successful logons

Brute force cracking Logs of brute force cracking 
attacks

Process snapshot Logs of processes on the 
server at a specific time

Port snapshot Logs of listener ports on the 
server at a specific time

Account snapshot Account logon information on 
the server at a specific time

Process initiation log Logs of process initiation on 
the server

Server log

Network connection log Logs of outgoing connections 
from the server

Web access log HTTP logs of the cloud 
services

Network session log Logs of the 5-tuples of the 
cloud services

Web log

DNS log Domain name resolution logs

Note:

For more information, see Supported logs and fields.

Procedure

You can use the log retrieval feature by following these steps:

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. From the left-side navigation pane, selectMore > Log Retrieval.

3. Select a log type and field, specify a keyword and time period, and then click Search. The time

period can be the last 24 hours, the last 7 days, or a specified time period within the last 30

days.

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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Note:

You can click + on the right-side of the page to add multiple operators to a search condition,

- or click Add Search Conditions to add multiple search conditions. You can delete an

operator by clicking **-**.  For more information, see Query operators and keywords.

As shown in the preceding figure, you can retrieve Web access logs that contain source IP 1

.1.1.1 or 2.2.2.2 and network session logs that contain source IP 1.1.1.1 at the same

time.

4. Detailed log records are retrieved based on your search conditions.  You can modify the

fields in search results for further analysis, or click Save Search to save the current search

conditions for future use. You can click Saved Searches to use saved search conditions

5. You can view the search results based on different time granularities and export the results.

7.2 Grammar logic instructions
The log query feature supports multiple search conditions. You can include multiple operators

in a query on one log, or combine multiple queries on several logs based on different logic. This

document describes the operators and keywords that are supported in log queries. Examples are

provided to help you understand them.

The following operators and keywords are supported in log queries:

Operator Description

and Binary operator. The format is query1 and
 query2. The result returns the records that
match both  query1 and query2 .

Note:
When no operator has been specified among
multiple words, the default operator and is
used. 

or Binary operator. The format is query1 or
 query2. The result returns all records that
match either query1 or query2.
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not Binary operator. The format is query1 not
 query2. The result returns the records that
match  query1 but not query2, which is
equivalent to query1–query2.

Note:
If only not query1 is specified, the result
returns all records that do not match query1
 .

7.3 Supported logs and fields
This document introduces the types of logs and fields that are supported by the log retrieval

feature of Situation Awareness Service.

Supported logs and fields

The log retrieval feature allows you to query the following types of logs. You can click a log to view

 the fields that can be retrieved.

Type Log Description

Logon history Logs of successful logons

Brute force cracking Logs of brute force cracking 
attacks

Process snapshot Logs of process execution on 
the server

Port snapshot Logs of listener ports on the 
server

Account snapshotAccount
snapshot

Logs of accounts on the server

Process startup Logs of process initiation on 
the server

Server log

Network connection Logs of outgoing connections 
from the server

Web access log HTTP logs of the cloud 
services

Network session log Logs of the 5-tuples of the 
cloud services

Web log

DNS log Domain name resolution logs
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Logon history

The following fields are supported in queries:

Field Data type Description

uuid string Agent ID

IP string Server IP address

warn_ip string Source IP

warn_port string Logon port

warn_user string Logon username

warn_type string Logon type

warn_count string Logon attempts

time datetime Logon time

Brute force cracking

The following fields are supported in queries:

Field Data type Description

uuid string Agent ID

IP string IP address

warn_ip string Attacker IP

warn_port string Target port

warn_user string Target username

warn_type string Type

warn_count string Attack attempts

time datetime Attack time

Process initiation log

The following fields are supported in queries.

Field Data type Description

uuid string Agent ID

IP string IP address

pid string Process ID

groupname string User group
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ppid string Parent process ID

uid string User ID

username string User name

filename string Filename

pfilename string Parent process filename

cmdline string Command line

filepath string Process path

pfilepath string Parent process path

time datetime StartTime

Port snapshot

The following fields are supported in queries:

Field Data type Description

uuid string Agent ID

IP string IP address

src_port string Listener port

src_ip string Listener IP address

proc_path string Process path

PID string Process ID

proc_name string Process name

proto string Protocol

time datetime Data collection time

Network connection log

The following fields are supported in queries.

Field Data type Description

uuid string Agent ID

IP string IP address

src_ip string Source IP

src_port string Source port

proc_path string Process path
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dst_port string Destination port

proc_name string Process name

dst_ip string Destination IP

status string Status

proto string Protocol

time datetime Data collection time

Account snapshot

The following fields are supported in queries:

Field Data type Description

uuid string Agent ID

IP string IP address

perm string Root permissions

home_dir string Home directory

warn_time string Password expiration notificati
on time

groups string User's group

login_ip string IP address of the last logon

last_chg string Last time the password was 
modified

shell string Linux shell commands

domain string Windows domain

tty string Logon terminal

account_expire string Account expiration time

passwd_expire string Password expiration time

last_logon string Last logon time

user string User

status string User status: 0 - Disabled; 1 - 
Normal

time datetime Data collection time
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Process snapshot

The following fields are supported in queries.

Field Data type Description

uuid string Agent ID

IP string IP address

path string Process path

start_time string Process start time

uid string User ID

cmdline string Command line

pname string Parent process name

name string Process name

pid string Process ID

User string Username

md5 string Process file MD5; Not 
calculated if the file size 
exceeds 1 MB

time datetime Data collection time

Web access log

The following fields are supported in queries.

Field Data type Description

Request_datatime string Request time

host string hostname

uri string Request URI

src_ip string Source IP

dst_ip string Destination IP

method string Request method: GET or 
POST

referer string Source referer

user_agent string Client user agent

cookie string Client cookie
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post_data string POST request content

ret_code string Response code

jump_location string URL that is redirected to

set_cookie string set_cookie returned

src_port string Source port number

dst_port string Destination port number

x_forward_for string Source x_forward_for

rsp_content_type string Request content type

rqs_content_type string Response content type

content_length string Response data size

token string Session ID

ds string Partition - day

hh string Partition - hour

Network session log

The following fields are supported in queries.

Field Data type Description

asset_type string Asset type: RDS, SLB, or ECS

session_time datetime Access time

src_ip string Source IP

src_port string Source port

dst_ip string Destination IP

dst_port string Destination port

proto string Protocol type: TCP/UDP

ds string Partition - day

hh string Partition - hour

DNS log

The following fields are supported in queries.

Field Data type Description

query_datetime datetime Request time
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src_ip string Source IP

src_port string Source port

dst_ip string Destination IP

dst_port string Destination port

response_datetime datetime Response time

qname string Domain name resolved

Qtype string Request record type

qid string Request ID

rcode string Response code

answer_num string The number of answer fields

answer string The answer field

authority_num string The number of authority fields

authority string The authority field

additional_num string The number of additional fields

additional string The additional field

in_out string In or out

region string Region
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8 Settings

On the Situation Awareness Service (SAS) settings page, you can perform the following tasks:

Install/Uninstall SAS agent, Enable/Disable daily report, and Configure alert policies. This

document introduces how to configure SAS settings.

Install/uninstall the SAS agent

Note:

The SAS agent is a security plug-in that runs on servers. To use SAS to protect your servers, you

must first install the SAS agent to the operation system of your servers.

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Settings.

3. Go to the Install/Uninstall SAS Agent page.

4. Verify whether your server is in the Offline status. You can enter an server’s IP address or

name in the search box to quickly find the server.

5. If the server is in the Offline status, follow the instructions on the page to download and install

the latest version of the SAS agent. For more information about installing the SAS agent, see

Install Situation Awareness Service agent.

6. To disable SAS protection, in the upper-right corner click Uninstall  to uninstall the agent. For

more information about uninstalling the SAS agent, see Uninstall Situation Awareness Service

agent.

Enable the daily report function

Note:

After you enable the daily report function, SAS sends daily security statistics to specified contacts

by email.. 

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Settings.

3. Go to the Daily Report page.

4. Enter a Report Name, and then enable Send Report.

5. Click Add Contact, enter your required contact’s name and email address, and then click OK.

Note:

https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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Click Remove to remove contacts from your contact list.

After adding required contact names and email addresses, SAS generates daily security statistics

in the Email Template and then sends the statistics to your specified contacts. You can disable

the Send Report function on the Daily Report page.

Configure alert settings

Alert settings allow you to modify the alert policies for SAS.

Note:

By default, the system sends alerts to your specified contacts. You can go to the Message Center

 , and add more contacts on theCommon Message Settings > Security Messages > Alibaba

Cloud Security Messagespage.

1. Log on to the SAS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Settings.

3. Go to the Alert Settings page.

4. Specify the alert severity level, alert type, and alert time for Events, Vulnerability

Management, and Baseline Check.

https://notifications.console.aliyun.com/#/subscribeMsg
https://notifications.console.aliyun.com/#/subscribeMsg
https://yundun.console.aliyun.com/?p=sas
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